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within the core of the Earth, like the mantle that surrounds the core,

has been deduced from the orbital behavior of the Earth and the

motions of satellites controlled by the gravity of the Earth.(A) the

mantle that surrounds the core(B) that within the mantle

surrounding the core(C) that of the mantle surrounding the core(D)

the mantle the core surrounds (E) the distribution of mass within the

mantle that surrounds the core92. The supply of oil being finite has

become an economical and political consideration of the first

magnitude for all modern industrial nations.(A) The supply of oil

being finite has become an economical(B) The finite supply of oil has

become an economical(C) That the supply of oil is finite has become

an economical(D) The supply of oil being finite has become an

economic (E) That the supply of oil is finite has become an

economic93. The study undertaken by Department of the Interior

will involve examination and tagging of the California condor in

order to obtain information about their daily movements, foraging

habits, and sites where they nest.(A) their daily movements, foraging

habits, and sites where they nest(B) their daily movements, foraging

habits, and their nesting sites(C) its daily movements, foraging

habits, and nesting sites(D) its daily movements, foraging habits, and

about nesting sites (E) daily movements, foraging habits, and sites in

which there are nests94. Contrary to earlier conjectures, it may be



that increased atmospheric carbon dioxide as a result of burning

fossil fuels would cool the globe by reducing the amount of solar

energy absorbed by snow.(A) increased atmospheric carbon dioxide

as a result of burning(B) increased atmospheric carbon dioxide

resulting from the combustion of(C) increasing carbon dioxide in

the atmosphere resulting from the combustion of(D) carbon dioxide

in the atmosphere that increase from burning (E) atmospheric

carbon dioxide that increased from burning95. The five hundred

largest manufacturing firms in the United States produce goods that

are worth almost as much as that of the four hundred thousand firms

that remain.(A) that are worth almost as much as that of the four

hundred thousand firms that remain(B) of a worth that is almost as

much as that of the four hundred thousand firms that remain(C)

almost as much in worth as those of the remaining four hundred

thousand firms(D) almost as much in worth as that of the remaining

four hundred thousand firms (E) worth almost as much as those of

the remaining four hundred thousand firms96. There is substantial

evidence that certain forms of solar energy either now or within a few

years will be economically competitive with conventional sources of

heat and power.(A) either now or within a few years will be

economically competitive with conventional sources of heat and

power(B) will either be economically competitive with conventional

sources of heat and power within a few years or are so now(C) will be

economically competitive with conventional sources of heat and

power either now or within a few years(D) either are now

economically competitive with conventional sources of heat and



power or will be so within a few years (E) are either now or will be

within a few years economically competitive with conventional

sources of heat and power97. Unlike that of human beings, who

waste away when they go without food for long periods, hibernating

bears exist for months on only their excess fat.(A) Unlike that of

human beings, who waste away when they go(B) Unlike human

beings, who waste away when they go(C) Unlike human beings,

wasting away when going(D) Dissimilar to human beings, wasting

away when (E) Lacking similarity to human beings, who waste away

when98. The science of economics, which for four decades was

dominated by Keynesians, who at first stressed the government’s

role in stimulating the economy, but who were ultimately led away

from solutions based on government intervention.(A) economics,

which for four decades was(B) economics that was to be(C)

economics, one which has, for four decades, been(D) economics is

one that for four decades has been (E) economics, for four decades,

is one that was99. The use of chemical pesticides in this country is

equally extensive or more so than ten years ago.(A) equally extensive

or more so than ten years ago(B) equal to or more extensive than ten

years ago(C) as extensive as ten years ago or more(D) equal to, if not

more, than ten years ago (E) as extensive as it was ten years ago, if not

more so100. In her recently published study, Rubin asserts that most

women do not suffer from the “empty nest syndrome”. they are,

in fact, relieved when their children depart.(A) they are, in fact,

relieved when their children depart(B) and they are, in fact, relieved

when their children departed(C) they are, in fact, relieved when their



children departed(D) in fact, they are relieved when their children

departed (E) they are relieved at the departure of the children, in

fact101. The speculative fever of the Roaring Twenties infected rich

and poor alike. vast quantities of people were dangerously

overextended, credit was absurdly easy to obtain, and most

brokerage houses required only ten percent cash for stocks bought

on “margin.”(A) rich and poor alike. vast quantities of people

were dangerously overextended(B) both rich and poor alike. large

amounts of people dangerously overextended themselves(C) rich

and poor alike. great numbers of people were dangerously

overextended(D) both rich and poor alike. vast amounts of people

dangerously overextended themselves (E) both rich and poor. great

quantities of people were dangerously overextended102. The

exhibition of art from Nubians, the site of a Black civilization that

goes back to the fourth millennium B.C., makes clear the Nubians

combined artistic elements from Egypt to that of sub-Saharan

Africa.(A) the Nubians combined artistic elements from Egypt to

that(B) that the Nubians combined artistic elements from Egypt to

that(C) the Nubians combined artistic elements from Egypt with

that(D) that the Nubians combined artistic elements from Egypt with

those (E) that Nubians combined artistic elements from Egypt and

those103. Idioglossia is a phenomenon, incompletely understood at

best, where two persons develop a unique and private language with

highly original vocabulary and syntax.(A) where two persons

develop a unique and private language with(B) when two persons

develop a unique and private language having(C) in which two



persons have unique and private language development with(D)

having two persons who develop a unique and private language that

has (E) in which two persons develop a unique and private language

with104. For some birds the sense of smell appears to play a role in

navigation, since pigeons with surgically removed olfactory nerves

were found to have increased difficulties in homing.(A) were found

to have increased difficulties(B) have been found to have increased

difficulty(C) were found to have increasing difficulty(D) had been

found to have increased difficulties (E) have been found to have

increasing difficulties105. Distinguished architecture requires the

expenditure of large sums of money, even if it is by no means certain

that the expenditure of large sums of money produce distinguished

architecture.(A) even if it is by no means certain that the expenditure

of large sums of money produce(B) even if it is by no means certain

that the expenditure of large sums of money will produce(C) even

though there is no certainty that the expenditure of money in large

sums produces(D) even though it is by no means certain that the

expenditure of large sums of money produces (E) though there is no

certainty as to the expenditure of money in large sums producing
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